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1. Introduction

Over the last about forty years, many algorithms have been proposed and implemented that are capable of inferring a

regular language, given only a finite number of samples of the language. Probably most of them, especially the ones in actual

use, are mere heuristics in the sense that there does not exist any concise characterization of the class of languages that

can be learned in this way, cf. the discussion in [28]. We are addressing this drawback by presenting learning algorithms for

regular expressions that not only implement some of the features of learning algorithms used in practice, but also allow for

characterizations of language classes that can be inferred in this way.

In more mathematical terms, the “generalization capability” sketched in the preceding paragraph is best captured by

Gold’s learning paradigm of learning (identification) in the limit from positive samples [30].

In practical applications of this learning scenario, learning regular languages often means to infer regular expressions

(REs), because REs are arguably themost suitablemodel to specify regular languages, especially for human beings. Therefore,

they (or variants thereof) are used in well-known tools such as grep in UNIX. A detailed discussion of regular expressions in

different variants and contexts can be found in [51]. Unfortunately, to our knowledge all (but one) learning algorithms with

known characterizations of the learned language class are based on grammars and/or automata. There are only few learning

algorithms that directly deal with regular expressions, see [8,14,37,39] and the literature quoted therein, but they are not

addressing the text learningmodel we are using here. Only recently (and after the publication of the conference version [25]

of this paper), in the context of DTD inference for XML documents, another characterizable learning algorithm for regular

expressions has been proposed in [7]. The identifiable language class discussed in [7] is, in a sense, even more restricted

than the ones presented in this paper, because it is a subclass of testable languages and hence finite. In a broader sense, the
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transformation learning exhibited in [43] can also be interpreted as a learner for regular expressions, again in the context of

XML.

The disadvantage of basing RE learning on the inference of deterministic finite automata (DFA) is that when you finally

turn your results into REs (as the “target structure” towards human beings) by standard algorithms as contained in any

introductory book to automata theory (e.g., [34]), these are often clumsy and lengthy, containing lots of “nested loops” and

seeming repetitions of subsequences. This claim was empirically validated by Blackwell in [8], and there are several reasons

for this blow-up:

1. Classical constructions turning DFAs into REswill introduce lots of repetitions and parenthesized sub-expressions, which

makes it possible to get from an n-state DFA to a RE of length cn (exponential blow-up), even for fixed (small) alphabet

size, as shown in [31].

2. Even DFAs that do not contain loops (hence describing only finite languages) may exhibit a quadratic blow-up in size,

due to repeated sub-structures; formally, this can be also seen by Fibonacci-subgraph structures that might be found in

automata graphs, see [38].

Both scenarios can also occur within classes of regular languages that are identifiable from positive samples, like the

0-reversible languages introduced by Angluin [3].

Quite easily a human who wants to check the outcome of the automatic learning procedure might be abhorred by such

output.Wemade some computer experiments in the context of inferringDTDs for XMLdocumentswith the aid of knownDFA

learners that verified these considerations [23] for practically relevant examples, aswell. Hence, although the (syntactic) task

of DTD inference basically boils down to learning regular expressions, most systems that are actually used for this purpose

rely on heuristics, see [28] for the description of one such system, as well as further references.

In order to improve on the readability of the resulting REs and probably also to give a better intuitive “explanation” of the

observed data (sample strings), we are going to propose a learning procedurewhich only generates REs of star height one, i.e.,

starred expressions get never nested. Although the corresponding class of languages is thus restricted, many cases occurring

in practice are covered. As it has been empirically verified in [7], also humans obviously tend to use only very simple regular

expressions when specifying document type descriptions (DTD). Moreover, we avoid the basic reason for exponential-size

of REs compared to DFA, namely unlimited star height, as proved in [31]. Hence, we can obtain one-to-one relations between

DFAs and REs (for our restricted language class) in terms of their size.

Organization of the paper. In the next section, we will provide definitions of notions taken from the literature. The strategy

of our learning algorithms is based on the concept of alignment-based learning, as explained in Section 3. We proceed by

presenting a simple version of our learning algorithm, called SL-infer, see Section 4. This (rather informal) discussion is

made concise in Section 5, where we show that we can characterize the language class SL given by simple looping regular

expressions that can be inferred by our learning algorithm both via a class of regular expressions and via specific DFA, called

simple looping automata. There, also connections to minimal DFA are shown. Also, the main result of the whole paper is

exhibited in that section, proving the learnability of SL (through the algorithm SL-infer that has been presented before). In

Section 6,we discuss several extensions of SL-infer. More specifically, we showhowmultiplicity information andwildcards

may be incorporated in that approach, leading to other learnable language classes. SL-infer is further explained by applying

it to the inference of DTD in Section 7. The reader primarily interested in that application could read this section before diving

into the details of SL-infer as put forward in the preceding sections. In Section 8, further variations and adaptations of our

approach to similar learning tasks are sketched to conclude the paper.

2. Preliminaries

The purpose of this section is to fix some not(at)ions used in this paper and to discuss further relations with terminology

of other papers on Learning Theory and on Grammar Induction. We will also make use of standard mathematical notations,

as |M| referring to the cardinality of setM.

2.1. Learning (identification/inference) in the limit from positive samples

In this well-established model, a language (target) class L (defined via a class of language describing devices D as, e.g.,

grammars or automata) is said to be identifiable if there is a so-called (inductive) inferencemachine (IIM) I (also called a learner)

towhich as input an arbitrary language L ∈ Lmaybe completely enumerated (possiblywith repetitions) in an arbitrary order,

i.e., I receives an infinite input stream of words E(1), E(2), . . . , where E : N → L is an enumeration of L, i.e., a surjection, and

I reacts with an output device stream Di ∈ D (hypotheses stream) such that there is an N(E) so that, for all n ≥ N(E), we have

Dn = DN(E) and, moreover, the language defined by DN(E) equals L. We will also say that I is a learner for L.
Notice that in the area of Learning Theory, usually the hypothesis space (i.e., the set fromwhich the inferencemachinemay

select its hypotheses) is clearly distinguished from the target class. However, since we aim at presenting learning algorithms

that are able to identify all languages from a concisely described language class, yielding normal forms thereof, we deal with

so-called exact learning only, cf. [42]. More precisely, we will exhibit for the most important target class SL discussed in this

paper a number of characterizations through two different forms of regular expressions, as well as two different forms of
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finite automata; each of these forms of description actually yields a specific normal form for each L ∈ SL and can therefore

be taken as concrete hypothesis space.Moreover, wemention in passing that some of the burdens of general Learning Theory

are found easierwithGrammar Induction; for example,we always dealwith so-called indexable language classes. Thismakes

several facts easier to phrase or to apply.

Further properties that all IIMs described in this paper satisfy (without further mentioning) are the following ones:

1. An IIM is called iterative (or sometimes also incremental) if its new hypothesis only depends on the previous hypothesis

and the last input word.

2. A conservative IIM maintains its actual hypothesis at least as long as it has not seen data contradicting it.

3. A learner is called consistent if all its intermediate hypotheses do correctly reflect the data seen so far.

4. An IIM is strong monotonic if it always produces a stream of hypotheses describing an augmenting chain of languages,

i.e., the new hypotesis language is always a superset of the previous one.1

5. An IIM is rearrangement-independent or order-independent if its hypothesis h obtained after having seen E(1), . . . , E(n) is

the same as its hypothesis having seen E(πn(1)), . . . , E(πn(n)), where πn is an arbitrary permutation of {1, . . . ,n}.
6. An IIM is set-driven2 if its hypothesis h obtained after having seen E(1), . . . , E(n) is the same as its hypothesis having seen

F(1), . . . , F(m), with

{E(1), . . . , E(n)} = {F(1), . . . , F(m)}.

Notice that it is known that each of these properties alone (apart from the last one, see [32, Lemma 7.1.9]) presents a

restriction of the learnable language classes, see [41,42,54,55]. However, from a practical point of view, it is quite desirable

to have these properties. Therefore, we will present our IIM always as working in a batch mode, i.e., the IIM takes a finite

language (a sample) and produces a hypothesis from this sample.

The claimed properties 1–6 are seen as follows: from a general perspective, the main reason why our IIM enjoys these

properties is that IIM will follow a state-merging paradigm that can be paraphrased as follows: whenever inconsistencies

with the envisaged formof automaton are detected, resolve these by statemerging; this leads to a newhypothesis automaton

that can be used to parse the next input example; if (and only if) that example cannot be accepted by the present hypothesis

automaton, we extend the automaton by adding a new “acceptance path” for that particular new input word. This way, we

ensure consistency with the data seen so far. Moreover, by the sketched construction, the learner is iterative and strong

monotonic and hence conservative, see [55, Theorem 6]. Further discussions of these general properties of state-merging

algorithms can be found in [21,22].

Given a concrete IIM I that is a learner for L, we call a finite language DL,I a characteristic sample for L ∈ L3 if I outputs

a hypothesis describing L, whenever DL,I has been enumerated to I (in any order, possibly with other words interleaved).

It is known that, if L is identifiable, as witnessed by the IIM I, then each L ∈ L possesses a characteristic sample DL,I , see

[32, Section 7]. When dealing with consistent learners, we know that DL,I ⊆ L. For state-merging algorithms, characteristic

samples are often described by a set of words that exercises all nodes and arcs of a canonical finite automaton A accepting

the target language L. By slight abuse of terminology, we will call a characteristic sample obtained this way a characteristic

sample for A. Sometimes, such samples are also called (structurally) complete or live complete for A in the literature.

2.2. Regular expressions and regular languages

We include a formal definition of regular expressions, since several different notations are around, e.g., UNIX regular ex-

pressions differ from POSIX regular expressions, PERL regular expressions even allow non-regular languages to be described.

A nice overview on different features of REs, including a discussion on the efficiency of parsing them, can be found in [19].

Also, textbooks use quite different notations. The situation seems to be more homogeneous with finite automata, so that we

refrain from giving detailed definitions in that case, apart from Glushkov automata and generalized finite automata that are

defined below.

Let� be an alphabet of symbols. Regular expressions over� are built from ∅ (indicating the empty language), λ (denoting

the empty word), and the symbols in � using the binary operators | (indicating union), · (indicating concatenation; this

symbol is often suppressed for convenience), and the unary operator * (Kleene star). Sometimes, we also use the shorthand
+, where x+ = x · x*. Likewise, i-fold iterations of the same sequence x may be abbreviated as xi. At some places, it is also

convenient to allow for an empty expression to denote the empty language. The language described by the regular expression

E is denoted as L(E).

To indicate different positions of the same symbol in a regular expression, wemark symbols with subscripts. For example,

(a1|b1)*a2(a3b2)
* is a marking of the expression (a|b)*a(ab)*. Marking is not unique, however, let μ(E) denote somemarking

of the expression E. Obviously, μ(E) is a regular expression over the alphabet μ(�) of marked symbols (derived from � by

1 A different notion of monotonicity is discussed in [27].
2 The latter two notions (again) seems to be used in a different manner in the Learning Theory and in the Grammar Induction communities; we mostly

follow [32] here, but point the reader to different definitions, e.g., in [27], leading to results that contrast [32, Lemma 7.1.9], also confer [46].
3 DL,I is also sometimes called characteristic set or representative sample; especially the latter notion is also used in a different meaning.
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slightly overloading μ). The reverse of marking is the dropping of subscripts, indicated by σ . Hence, E = σ(μ(E)) for any

expression E over �, irrespectively of the chosen marking μ.

For each language L over � (and sometimes, to simplify notations, also for a regular expression E, referring to L(E)), we

define:

1. first(L) = {b ∈ � | ∃w ∈ �* : bw ∈ L},
2. last(L) = {b ∈ � | ∃w ∈ �* : wb ∈ L}, and
3. follow(L, a) = {b ∈ � | ∃v,w ∈ �* : vabw ∈ L}.
These notions allow us to describe the Glushkov automaton GE associated to a regular expression E over � along the lines

of [17]: GE = (QE ,�, δE , qI , FE), where:

1. QE = μ(�) ∪ {qI}, where qI /∈ μ(�) is the initial state.

2. For a ∈ �, δE(qI , a) = {x ∈ first(μ(E)) | σ(x) = a}.
3. For a ∈ �, x ∈ μ(�), δE(x, a) = {y ∈ follow(μ(E), x) | σ(y) = a}.
4. FE = last(μ(E)) is the set of final states; add qI to FE iff λ ∈ L(E).

A regular expression E is 1-unambiguous iff GE is deterministic. A regular language L is 1-unambiguous iff L = L(E) for

some 1-unambiguous regular expression. As explained by Brüggemann-Klein and Wood in [17], 1-unambiguous regular

expressions play an important role in the context of the ISO standard for the Standard Generalized Markup Language, SGML.

Recall now the notion of a generalized nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA): arcs of such an NFA may be labeled with

words (or even finite set of words), not just single symbols. Accordingly, these words have to be found as subwords in the

input upon scanning it. By way of contrast, a generalized deterministic finite automaton (DFA) is a generalized NFA which

maintains the determinism property; this means that the labels of the arcs emanating from an arbitrary node form a prefix

code, so that it is always clear where to continue upon scanning the input. Details can be found in [29]. Transitions will be

sometimes denoted as (s,w) 	→ s′, meaning that the automaton can transit from state s to state s′ while reading the wordw.

Recall that a generalized DFA can be turned into a “usual” DFA by introducing, if necessary, “intermediate states” used for

spelling the (longer) words labeling arcs. If A is a generalized DFA, let DFA(A) denote the DFA obtained in this way.

For all types of finite automata considered in this paper, we will use notions like initial or final state as introduced for

Glushkov automata. Likewise, when referring to the underlying automaton graph, we also speak of initial or final nodes. One

note on deterministic finite automata (DFAs) should be in order here: in contrast to most textbooks on Formal Languages,

but in line with the usual treatment within the Grammar Induction literature, the transition function of a DFA need not

be completely defined, which in particular implies that a DFA with a two-letter input alphabet might possess a node with

only one out-going arc. Naturally, such incomplete DFA can be made complete by adding one more trap state, whose only

out-going arcs are loops. This peculiarity also applies to the notion of minimal DFA of a language L, denoted A(L); again, a

possibly contained trap state is left out.

3. Blockwise grouping and alignment

The basic technique we are using can be best described as blockwise grouping and alignment. This means the following:

given some sample strings, say

ababb, aabb, ababa, abc,

we would first transform them into

[a][b][a][bb], [aa][bb], [a][b][a][b][a], [a][b][c],

where we use square brackets to denote the “block letters.” Actually, and more technically, we call any [xn] a block letter

whenever x is a character in the alphabet over which the input words are formed; we call x the basic letter of [xn]. When we

only use simplified block letters [x] representing xn for anyn ≥ 1,we also say thatwe ignoremultiplicities. In our transformation,

we also require that the basic letters of neighboring block letters are different. At first glance, this appears to mean that we

are dealing with infinite alphabets. But since we will only use block letters as derived from input samples, there are at any

moment only finitely many of them, so that they can be conveniently handled.

In a second step, we try to align the blocks from left to right:

[a] [b] [a] [bb]
[aa] [bb]
[a] [b] [a] [b] [a]
[a] [b] [c]

As an aside, let us mention that committing and restricting ourselves to leftmost alignments seems to be quite suited to

what humans are doing in such a case, as well. Namely, when given the task of describing the common nature of the given
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four strings, most people, I dare to claim, would describe this nature along the following lines: “each string starts with one

or two a, then there are one or two b, possibly followed by . . . ” But there are other obvious alternatives, as well, e.g.: “each

string possibly starts with ab, followed by one or two a, then one or two b, and finally (optionally) one a or one c.” Observe

that in this second description, the second and fourth sample were aligned starting with the third block of the other two

samples, i.e.:

[a] [b] [a] [bb]
[aa] [bb]

[a] [b] [a] [b] [a]
[a] [b] [c]

Due to the above psychologic argument and because the general problem of finding “best alignments” (in different senses)

is NP-hard (since this is corresponding to a multiple sequence alignment problem, see [50]), we will restrict our attention to

leftmost alignments in what follows.

So, sticking to our first “generalization”, we would end up with the language describable with the following RE:

(a|aa)(b|bb)(λ|a(b|bb)(λ|a)|c).
Since this is still denoting a finite language, we might wish to further generalize. Then, it is quite natural to consider “one or

two repetitions” as a (very) special case of “one or more repetitions.” Having this in mind, we might then arrive at:

a+b+(λ|ab+(λ|a)|c),
which, moreover, gives a shorter “explanation” of the given “observations” and is hence preferable by theMinimum Descrip-

tion Length (MDL) principle, likewise known as Occam’s razor, see [28,44,48] for a discussion with respect to Grammatical

Inference.

Note that we were writing down Kleene plus rather than Kleene star operations to be sure not to destroy the “blockwise

readings” we originally provided.

There is still one issue we did not discuss up to now: how should we, in general terms, arrive at a suitable “explanation”

when facing the block letters [xk1 ], . . . , [xkj ] within one block (e.g., assuming that {xk1 , . . . , xkj } was the given input sample)?

Without loss of generality, assume that 0 < k1 < k2 < · · · < kj . Of course, we could generalize every time directly to x+, but
this might be too simplistic, ignoring any type of multiplicity information.

Instead, one could choose integer numbers � ≥ 0 and r ≥ 1 such that, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ j, r divides ki − �, such that r is

maximal with this property. Then, our generalizationwould be x�(xr)+. So, r = 1 and � = 0will always satisfy the first part of

the property (and thiswould correspond to the generalization x+ discussed above), but larger rwill keepmore information of

the loop itself. More concretely, if ki = 2i + 1, i.e., given x3, x5, x7, . . . , the “explanation” x(xx)+ might look better than simply

guessing at x+. In other words, we would have taken � = 1 and r = 2 in that case.

Alternatively (andmore simply), wemight generalize, given x3, x5, x7, . . . , to x3x* (or, equivalently, x2x+), thereby ignoring
the multiplicity information on the loops, but keeping multiplicity information of the part leading into the loop. In fact, this

is the way our main algorithm SL-infer will work (as detailed in the next section), although it is possible to modify it in

order to cope with the kind of generalization strategy outlined in this paragraph; more details can be found at the end of the

paper (Section 6).

On the downside, let usmention that any generalization strategy discussed in the preceding three paragraphs can (almost)

only derive so-called strictly bounded languages, i.e., subsets of x
*
1
x

*
2

. . . x
*
k
, where the xi are characters of the original alphabet,

with xi+1 being distinct from xi; see [9] as an early reference; strictly bounded languages originally require that xi = xj implies

i = j, while we may derive subsets of a*b*a*. Especially, this means that the universal language �* cannot be derived for any

input alphabet � with more than one letter. We will therefore also discuss strategies how to overcome this sort of dilemma,

see Section 6.

4. Working out details of RE learning algorithms

We are going to describe and analyze our learning algorithm SL-infer, which can be seen as a simplified version of the

overall learning strategy proposed in this paper.

The following notions will be used throughout this section. For each symbol a ∈ � and I ⊆ �*, define the set

I(a) = {w ∈ I | w starts with a }.
This yields a partition of I into the different sets I(a) for a ∈ first(I). Likewise, define

Ia = {v ∈ b�* | b /= a ∧ ∃n > 0(anv ∈ I(a))}.
Given a set I ⊂ �+, consider

I(a) = {an1v1, an2v2, . . . , anmvm},
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with vi ∈ (� \ {a})�* ∪ {λ} and nj ≤ nj+1; then, them = |I(a)|-tuple S(I(a)) = (n1,n2, . . . ,nm) is also called the a-spectrum of I.

Further denotations are: α(S(I(a))) = n1, ω(S(I(a))) = nm. The set Jb with J = Ia is also denoted Iab. In accordance, Iλ = I.

4.1. Creating the start tree

The algorithm creating the start tree can be explained as follows for an alphabet � and an input sample I+ ⊂ �+, calling
the recursive procedure create-tree(I+). The tree that is created corresponds to the recursion tree of the procedure.

Algorithm 1. create-tree(I)

1. Compute I(a), Ia for each symbol a ∈ �.

2. Recursively call, for all a ∈ �, create-tree(Ia).

It is obvious that we can associate to I+ a rooted labeled directed tree (corresponding to the recursion tree), the root being

labeled I+ (with I+ = Iλ+), and the children of a node labeled Ix+ being labeled with the sets Ixa+ for a ∈ � if Ix+(a) is non-empty.

The arc from Ix+ to Ixa+ is then labeled a. Sometimes, it is more convenient to label non-root vertices of this tree Ix(a) instead of

Ixa. Then, the root will be labeled r. Notice that we can describe that resulting tree (alternatively) as the automaton graph of

the prefix tree acceptor of [I+], which is obtained from I+ by using simplified block letters after left-alignment of the words

from I+ as described in the previous sub-section.4

Getting back to our start example, we illustrate these notions.

Example 1. We take

I+ = {ababb, aabb, ababa, abc} ⊂ �+ = {a, b, c}+.

Hence, I+(a) = I+, and moreover,

Ia+ = {babb, bb, baba, bc}.

Since Ia+(b) = Ia+, we get

Iab+ = {abb, aba, c}.

Note that bb ∈ Ia+(b) did not leave any trace in Iab+ . Now, Iab+ (a) = {abb, aba} and Iab+ (c) = {c}. Since Iabc+ = ∅, we continue with

aligning Iaba+ = {bb, ba}, finally giving Iabab+ = {a}.
In our example, the nodes of the start tree are labeled I+, Ia+, Iab+ , Iaba+ , Iabc+ , Iabab+ , and Iababa+ . Leaves in this tree are always

labeled with the empty set, which are not displayed for simplicity. This gives the picture of Fig. 1. The alternative node

labeling convention is displayed in Fig. 2.

4.2. Constructing NFAs by alignment

It is easy to turn the start tree into a (generalized) NFA: if a node is carrying the label Ix(a), then label the arc ending in

Ix(a) with the finite set {aj | j ∈ S(Ix(a))}. The resulting NFA in our example is displayed in Fig. 2. The root obviously becomes

the initial state, and the final states are indicated by shading. Observe that this leads to some generalization (e.g., now the

word ab /∈ I+ will be accepted), according to the following principle which is a common characteristics of alignment-based

learning algorithms [53]:

Aligned pieces of words are considered to be interchangeable.

However, this kind of generalization is not very aggressive, since it will always create only finite languages, given a finite

sample. In order to arrive at infinite languages, loops must be introduced.

4.3. Introducing loops by determinization

We will introduce loops by turning the (generalized) NFA we obtained so far into a (generalized) DFA, where every arc

carries exactly one label. To this end, if an arc α in the NFA is labeled with a finite set ofm > 1 words, say {an1 , . . . , anm }, then
only keep the shortest among thesewords as a label of α and enable the generation of the longer words by introducing a loop

labeled a at the node α points to. The resulting generalized automaton is indeed deterministic, since in the situation sketched

4 Prefix tree acceptors are the usual starting point of many inductive inference machines for subclasses of regular languages, see [3,32].
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Fig. 1. A start tree; notice that we explicitly spelt out some of the sets which are used to label nodes.

above, in the original generalized NFA there was no arc labeled a starting at the node α points to due to the alignment we

performed in the very beginning. The resulting DFA for our example is depicted in Fig. 3(a).

We can also summarize both generalization steps into one algorithm as follows:

Algorithm 2. generalize-simple (start tree)

If a node is carrying the label J(a), then

• (re)label the arc ending in J(a) with aα(S(J(a)));

• moreover, if ω(S(J(a))) > α(S(J(a))), then introduce a loop on the node labeled J(a); this loop arc is labeled a.

Let us have a look at another example where we actually obtain generalized automata.

Fig. 2. The resulting generalized NFA.
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Fig. 3. Two ways to generalize.

Example 2. Let I+ = {aaa, aab}. The generalized NFA resulting from the start tree has three states (labeled r, I+(a) and Ia+(b),

the first being the initial state and the latter two being final states). The arc from r to I+(a) is labeled {aa, aaa} and the arc

from I+(a) to Ia+(b) is labeled b. This yields a generalized DFA with the same states and the following three arcs:

• One arc labeled aa = aα(S(I+(a))) from r to I+(a).

• One loop arc at I+(a) labeled a.

• One arc labeled b from I+(a) to Ia+(b).

Obviously, it is the label of the arc from the root r to I+(a) which makes the automata “truly generalized.”

generate-tree and generalize-simple together constitute our main learning algorithm, called SL-infer for reasons

becoming clear in the next section. Further examples showing how our learning algorithmworks can be found at the end of

Section 5.4. Variants of that algorithmwill be discussed in Section 6, where we also explain how to obtain the generalization

depicted in Fig. 3(b).

5. The language class SL

5.1. Definitions and simple properties

Which language class can we learn with our algorithm SL-infer? In fact, this is an interesting question which can be

posed for many “heuristics” which have been proposed in the literature (or merely presented as programs, nowadays on the

web) for learning regular expressions and other classes of [descriptions of] languages. We now give two main definitions5,

restricting the usual notion of a regular expression and the usual notion of a DFA, which turn out to be two characterizations

of the languages which can be learned by the algorithm SL-infer.

5.1.1. Simple looping expressions

Definition 1 (left-aligned expressions). Consider two union-free regular expressions

β = b
y1
1
b
y2
2

. . . b
yi
i
,

and

γ = c
z1
1
c
z2
2

. . . c
zj
j
,

5 Notice that these definitions are in some respects different from the conference version [25] of this paper, since that version unfortunately contains

some omissions.
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(where b� and c� are elements of the basic alphabet � and y� and z� equal either 1 or *; this should also cover the boundary

case i = 0, i.e., β = λ [the empty word]). By convention, let bi+1 = cj+1 = $ be a special endmarker symbol not contained

in the basic alphabet �. K ≤ min(i, j) is defined as the largest non-negative integer obeying bk = ck for all 1 ≤ k ≤ K and

bK+1 /= cK+1. We call β and γ left-aligned iff β /= γ and yk = zk for 1 ≤ k ≤ K and bK /∈ {bK+1, cK+1}.

Example 3. The language L = {a, aa} cannot be represented by two left-aligned expressions.More specifically, it can be seen

that we have to consider expressions for {a} and {aa}, i.e., β = a1 = b1
1
and γ = a1a1 = c1

1
c1
2
. Hence, K = 1, but bK = b1 = a ∈

{b2, c2} = {a, $}.

Definition 2 (simple looping expressions). We call a regular expression simple looping if it is a finite union of pairwisely

left-aligned expressions α such that either α = λ or they can be written in the following normal form:

α = a
k1
1
a
x1
1
a
k2
2
a
x2
2

. . . a
kK
K a

xK
K , (1)

where

• all ai are single symbols from the basic alphabet �,

• for all 1 ≤ i < K , ai /= ai+1,

• each ki is some positive integer, and

• each xi equals either 0 or * (if xi = 0, the part a0
i
of the expression will not be written down, since it denotes the empty

word).

Call a language L simple looping if there is a simple looping regular expression describing L. The class of all simple looping

languages is denoted by SL.

Observe that anyfinite language canbewritten as aunionof union-free expressions in thenormal formof Eq. (1); however,

in general union-free expressions in such an expression will not be left-aligned, e.g., a ∪ aa, see Example 3.

5.1.2. Simple looping automata

Let us first introduce some auxiliary notions and operations on automata. A sequence (s1, s2, . . . , sk) of k > 2 different

states of a DFA A (with transition function δ and input alphabet �, a ∈ �) is called an a-path if:

1. δ(si, a) = si+1 for 1 ≤ i < k.

2. The only outgoing arcs of si (1 ≤ i < k) in the automaton graph are given by item 1, except s1 whichmight have an a-loop,

with b /= a.

3. The only ingoing arcs of si (1 < i ≤ k) are given by item 1., except sk which might have an a-loop.

4. None of the states s2, . . . , sk−1 is final.

An a-path is maximal if it is not part of a larger a-path. The (path) contraction C(A) of an automaton A is obtained from

A by replacing, for every input symbol a, every maximal a-path (s1, s2, . . . , sk) by the transition (s1, a) 	→ sk , and deleting all

intermediate states s1, . . . , sk−1.

For example, within the DFA given in Fig. 3(a), noa-paths exist, so that C(A) = A in that case.

Since we only contract maximal a-paths, it does not matter in which order those contractions are undertaken, so we can

state the following confluence property:

Lemma 1. Given any finite automaton A, its contraction C(A) is uniquely determined, i.e., it is independent of the contraction

sequence of automata leading to C(A).

Definition 3 (simple looping automata). A finite automaton A is called simple looping iff.

• when deleting all the loops and arc labels in C(A), the resulting skeleton graphwould be a directed tree without multiple

arcs, also called the underlying tree structure of A, with one particular initial nodewith indegree zero (the root), and nodes

of outdegree zero (leaves) being final states;

• all non-loop arcs to which a specific node of C(A) is incident (independent of the direction of that arc) carry pairwisely

different labels; and

• the label a carried by some loop arc (at some state node s) in the automaton graph is likewise carried by the necessarily

existing other arc pointing to s.

For example, the DFA A displayed in Fig. 3(a) is simple looping, keeping in mind that A = C(A).

5.1.3. Simple properties

Let us derive some simple properties of simple looping DFAs.
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Lemma 2. If A is simple looping, then the only cycles in the automaton graph of C(A) are loops.

Proof. If this were not the case, then C(A) contains a larger cycle c. Not being loops, the arcs of c would not have been

removed when constructing the skeleton graph of A (as described in the first item of the previous definition). Therefore, that

skeleton graph would not be a directed tree. Hence, A is not simple looping, contradicting our assumption. �

As a direct consequence from the second and third item of the previous definition, we state:

Lemma 3. Let s be a node of a simple looping automaton A that is not the initial node. Then, s has exactly one ingoing arc α

(labeled, say, a) that does not originate in s. In addition, if there is a loop at s, it also carries the label a. Any other outgoing arc

from s must carry a label different from a.

The previous lemma immediately entails:

Corollary 1. Every simple looping automaton is deterministic.

Lemma 4. If L ⊆ �* can be described by a simple looping DFA, then for any a ∈ �, La can be described by a simple looping DFA,

as well.

Proof. Let A be a simple looping DFA describing L, with initial state s0. Let a ∈ �. Let (s0, s1, . . . , sk) be the maximal a-path

originating at s0. Then, L
a is accepted by the DFA Aa obtained from A by

• removing the states s0, . . . , sk−1 of A,

• declaring sk to be the initial state sa
0
of Aa,

• removing the possibly existing loop labeled a at sa
0
, and

• removing all states (and incident arcs) that are not reachable from sa
0
.

Obviously, Aa is simple looping and L(Aa) = La. �

The idea of the construction in the previous lemma and the definition of simple looping automata itself yield:

Lemma 5. Let L ⊆ �* and L′ ⊆ �* be the languages accepted by the simple loopings DFAs A and A′, respectively. Then, L = L′ if
and only if, for all a ∈ �, La = (L′)a and akLa ⊆ L ⇐⇒ akLa ⊆ L′ for all k ≥ 1.

Theorem 1. Up to isomorphism, there is at most one simple looping DFA for a regular language L.

Proof. Assume that A1 and A2 are two simple looping DFA accepting the same language L. Let pi = p(Ai) be the length of the

longest path in the skeleton graph of Ai. If p1 > p2, then there would be a word w ∈ a+
1
a+
2

· · · a+
p1

∩ L, where ai ∈ �, ai /= ai+1

for 1 ≤ i < p1. Since p1 < p2, w cannot be accepted by A2, i.e., L(A2) /= L, a contradiction. Hence, due to symmetry of A1 and

A2, p1 = p2.

Clearly, if L = {λ}, then A1 and A2 are identical: they both consist of a single state which is both initial and final. In the

following, let L /= {λ}. Hence, we see that, for p1 = p2 = 0, A1 and A2 are isomorphic. This serves as the basis of our induction

proof. Assume the claim is true for automata A1 and A2 with p1 = p2 ≤ k. Consider automata A1 and A2 with p1 = p2 = k + 1

accepting L ⊆ �*. Let a ∈ �*. Due to the construction described in the proof of Lemma 4, La is accepted by the automata

Aa
1
and Aa

2
, respectively. Clearly, pa

1
= p(Aa

1
) < p1 and pa

2
= p(Aa

2
) < p2. Moreover, the reasoning of the preceding paragraph

yields pa
1

= pa
2
. By induction, Aa

1
and Aa

2
are isomorphic. In order to ensure that L(A1) = L(A2), also the initial sequence of as

(preceding a word from La) must be treated alike both in A1 and in A2, cf. the previous lemma. Since the argument holds for

any such prefix symbol a, A1 and A2 are isomorphic.

The claim follows by the induction principle. �

Lemma 6. A simple looping DFA is not necessarily minimal. Conversely, if L is simple looping, then the minimal DFA A(L) of L is

not necessarily simple looping.

Proof. If a /= b are two letters, then A({a, b}) has two states, while this automaton is not simple looping, since it contains

multiple arcs, namely two arcs (labeled a and b, respectively) from the initial state to the final state. The corresponding simple

looping DFA has three states (and is hence not minimal): one of its final states is reached via an a-transition from the initial

state, while the other final state is reached by a b-transition from the initial state. �
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5.2. Characterization theorems

Theorem 2 (Characterization Theorem). The following conditions are equivalent for an arbitrary language L ⊆ �* :
• L is simple looping.

• L is generatable by a simple looping DFA.

Proof. If L is simple looping, then there is a simple looping regular expression E describing L, consisting of pairwisely

left-aligned union-free subexpressions Ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, i.e., E = ⋃m
i=1 Ei, L(E) = L.

Each Ei can be turned into a DFA Ai which is simple looping, as detailed in the following. Namely, by Definition 2,

Ei = a
k1
1
a
x1
1
a
k2
2
a
x2
2

. . . a
kK
K a

xK
K , with kj being natural numbers kj > 0, and xj ∈ {∗, 0}. First, define a generalized finite automaton

A accepting L(Ei) by introducing the states s0, . . . , sK+1, s0 being initial and sK+1 being final, and the transitions (sj , a
kj
j

) 	→ sj+1

(for j = 1, . . . ,K), plus loops (sj+1, aj) 	→ sj+1 (for j = 1, . . . ,K) if xj = ∗. According to Definition 2, aj /= aj+1 (for j = 1, . . . ,K),

so that A is deterministic. A can be easily converted into a DFA Ai by introducing intermediate states. More specifically, if

kj > 1, introduce new states qj,1, . . . , qj,kj−1 and introduce transitions (sj , aj) 	→ qj,1, (qj,1, aj) 	→ qj,2, . . . , (qj,kj−2, aj) 	→ qj,kj−2,

(qj,kj−1, aj) 	→ sj+1. These intermediate states aremeant to “spell out” thewords used as transition arc labels in the generalized

DFA A. If kj = 1, we take the transition (sj , aj) 	→ sj+1 within Ai (as within A). The loops are treated in Ai as in A. Since the

contraction C(Ai) can be obtained from A by replacing all arc labels of the form akj by a, it is not hard to see that Ai is in fact

simple looping.

Since the expressions Ei are left-aligned, we can “overlay” the different Ai automaton graphs to produce a DFA A which

is simple looping. Observe how the left-alignment condition on simple looping expressions guarantees that the automaton

obtained by overlaying two Ai, Aj is indeed deterministic, and that the conditions regarding the contractions for simple

looping automata (see Definition 3) are maintained by a simple inductive argument.

Conversely, if L is generated by a simple looping DFA A, we can decompose A (due to the underlying tree structure) into a

collection of paths Ai (which may contain loops), such that each Ai contains only one final state, namely the last one on the

path. This means that “intermediate” final states are not considered to be final in “larger paths.” Each such Ai can be turned

into a regular expression Ei whose collection yields the required simple looping regular expression E. The simple looping

condition being valid for the Ai ensures that the corresponding expressions Ei are left-aligned. �

Since (as remarked upon introducing simple looping regular expressions) union-free “subexpressions” turn up only once,

we can conclude with the help of Theorem 1.

Corollary 2. Every simple looping language has a only one representation as a simple looping regular expression if we disregard

the order in which the union-free components of the expression are listed.

Due to Lemma 6, it is also interesting to illuminate the relationship between minimal automata and SL.
However, as seen by previous examples, minimal automata might have less states than simple looping automata for the

same language. To get a characterization of SL in terms of minimal DFA, we need to “unmerge” certain states. Namely,

assume that s is a node of a DFA A with m incoming arcs (not counting loops) with m > 1. Let b1, . . . , bm be the labels of the

arcs connecting ti with s (when carrying label bi). Moreover, there is a certain number of outgoing arcs connecting s with ui
(carrying label ci), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, we replace s by m copies s1, . . . , sm such that we have only one incoming arc into si, and

this is coming from ti and is labeled bi; we have outgoing arcs connecting si with uj labeled cj (j = 1, . . . ,m); furthermore, if

s is final, then all si are final states. The DFA A′ = T(A, s) obtained in this way accepts the same language as A. A′ might again

contain nodeswithmore than one incoming arc (disregarding loops). After repeated applications of the described procedure,

starting from Awe might arrive at an automaton t(A) without multiple incoming arcs (not counting loops). We call T(A) the

tree version of A if T(A) has the minimum number of states among all t(A). For example, the classical prefix tree acceptor

PTA(L) of a finite language L can be described as the tree version of the minimal DFA of L. For any DFA A, the multigraph

obtained from A by removing the arc labels will be called the skeleton graph of A.

Lemma 7. Let A be a DFA with the property that the removal of all loops from the skeleton graph of A results in a directed acyclic

multigraph. Then, the tree version T(A) exists and is unique up to renaming of states.

Proof. The existence of a tree version can be seen as follows: consider some topological ordering ≺ of the nodes of the DFA A

according to the arc relation of the skeleton graph (disregarding loops). This ordering exists due to the acyclicity assumption.

Now, we construct A′ = T(A, s) (as described above) for the first node with respect to the topological ordering ≺ with

m > 1 incoming arcs (neglecting loops). The topological ordering ≺′ of the nodes in A′ is inherited from ≺ as follows: we

simply replace s by its m copies s1, . . . , sm, i.e., whenever a ≺ s or s ≺ a, respectively, then (for 1 ≤ i ≤ m) a ≺′ si or si ≺′ a,
respectively. The order amongst the sj is arbitrarily fixed. Notice that all sj and all a with a ≺′ si have only one incoming arc

(disregarding loops), since the skeleton graph of A is a directed acyclic multigraph by assumption. This acyclicity assumption
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is also true for A′, so that we can continue our argument with A′ instead of A. Hence, after at most as many steps as there are

states in A, we arrive at a tree version t(A) of A.

We could have chosen a different sequence of states that should be split to avoid having more than one incoming arc.

Observe that the number of copies of any state s in any tree version t(A) equals
∑

t|s can be reached from t in A

(δ−(t) − 1),

where δ−(t) denotes the indegree of t. Therefore, any way of obtaining some t(A) yields a T(A).

If T(A) and T ′(A) are two tree versions of A, then an isomorphism between their state sets can be best defined “back-

wards” according to a topological sorting ≺̃ (≺̃′, resp.) of the state set of T(A) (T ′(A), resp.), starting by identifying the “last”

corresponding states (where the correspondence is given by A) of T(A) with those of T ′(A) and then moving backwards in

the ordering. �

Example 4. The minimal DFA A accepting a(aa)* has no tree version; in fact, the procedure that exhaustively removes

multiple incoming arcs by introducing new copies of nodes with multiple incoming arcs would never terminate.

Theorem 3 (Characterization via minimal automata). A language L is in SL iff its minimal automaton A satisfies the following

conditions: removing all loops from the skeleton graph of A results in a directed acyclic multigraph, and the tree version T(A) is

simple looping.

Proof. Assume first that L is described by a minimal automaton A = A(L) satisfying the conditions above. Hence, T(A) is

simple looping, and L(A) = L(T(A)) according to our previous reasoning. Therefore, L ∈ SL.
Conversely, if we perform the well-known stage construction for obtaining minimal DFAs, starting from some simple

looping automaton A, then one can see by induction that the sequence of automata A = A0,A1, . . . ,An = A(L(A)) obtained in

this way is (basically) reversing the construction for obtaining the tree version of a simple looping automaton described

above. For example: first (induction base), final states will be merged when going from A0 to A1, and this will be the last bit

that is “unmerged” in the construction described in detail above. This enables to show the following claim with the help of

the previous lemma: T(A(L(A))) is isomorphic to A. �

The last theorem (together with the previous Lemma) also shows that simple looping DFA can serve as canonical objects

for SL: up to renaming, two simple looping DFA recognizing the same language are identical. However, please notice.

Remark 1. As can be seen from our running example, the canonical simple looping automaton corresponding to a language

from SL need not be a minimal-state DFA. In fact, since it is basically built from a prefix tree acceptor, often some states

can be merged without changing the language. However, note that the blow-up that is obtained when going from aminimal

automaton accepting a language from SL to the corresponding simple looping DFA is only polynomial in the number of

states, since the number of edges stays unchanged.

The following lemma relates SL with our learning algorithm. It is immediate from the definition, yet crucial.

Lemma 8. If A is the generalized DFA obtained as output of the learning algorithm generalize-simple, then DFA (A) is a simple

looping DFA.

5.3. SL can be learned from positive data

Let us now discuss the identifiability of SL. To this end, let us first describe how to obtain a characteristic sample for a

simple looping DFA A.

For every final state s, there is a unique path from the initial state s0 of A to s in the skeleton graph (tree) associated to

T(A): upon reading the labels of the arcs, this yields a unique word ws ∈ L(A). In fact, ws is the shortest word in L(A) being

accepted via state s. Observe that the collection LF of all those ws pass through all states of A, since A has no useless states.

Therefore, we may extend our notation, so that for each state s (not only for final ones),ws refers to some word from LF such

thatws passes through s. Notice that theremight be several words passing through s on their way to their specific final state;

with the notationws, we refer to an arbitrary but fixed such word. Then, let us be the initial part ofws describing how to get

from the initial state s0 into s. Let vs refer to the remaining part of ws, i.e., ws = usvs. Now, if A has a loop labeled a at state

s, let w◦
s = usavs. Let L

◦ collect all such loop indicating words w◦
s . Observe that due to our fixed choice of ws, there is exactly

one loop indicating word per loop in L◦. Then, χ(L) = LF ∪ L◦ is a characteristic sample of L.6

6 Notice that the choice of ws for a non-final state s may not be deterministic; this means that the notation χ(L) is strictly speaking not quite correct,

since a number of languages is described, not a single one; however, since we do not care in the subsequent constructions which specific χ(L) is realized,

we omit these technicalities.
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In our example from Fig. 3(a), a characteristic sample for that particular language L would be χ(L) = LF ∪ L◦, with

LF = {ab, abc, abab, ababa} and

L◦ = {aab, abb, ababb}.

In this case, we always chose the shortest possible ws to construct L◦. Notice that this is larger than the input sample I+ in

Example 1 due to the following reasons: (i) ab and abab are prefixes of other words in LF and could hence be omitted; (ii)

we introduce one loop-generating word per loop in our systematic construction of L◦, ignoring the possibility of describing

more than one loop in a (longer) word.

Finally notice that the algorithmwe presented so far for learning SL languages is a sample-oriented algorithm. From the

point of view of practice, incremental algorithms are interesting. It is not too hard to convert the given algorithm into an

incremental one. Firstly, we would scan a newwordw with the automaton derived so far. Ifw is accepted, we continue with

the next input word. If not, this can have two reasons: (i) either, we have reached a state that has not been marked final;

then, marking this state final will cope with the situation; or (ii) we would have to use a yet non-existing transition in a

certain state. In that case, we might (a) either introduce a loop in the state we are just dealing with, or (b) we will leave the

state via a new arc to a new state, and the remainder of the word will create more new states. Notice that also the case (a)

might in continuation lead to cases (i) or (ii), (b) upon further reading of w by means of the (modified) automaton. Observe

that the sketched incremental algorithm can be alternatively seen as an implementation of the guideline that adds any new

word that cannot be scanned with the present hypothesis and then changes the resulting automaton, up to the point that it

(again) satisfies the desired properties (to be simple looping in our case). Moreover, since the learning algorithm is surely

strong monotonic, it can be viewed as an iterative learner by general results, see [40, Theorem 7].

We summarize our findings:

Theorem 4. SL is identifiable in the limit from positive samples.

Proof. If L ∈ SL is given, we can construct a characteristic sample χ(L). Observe that L = χ(L) whenever L is finite. Upon

receiving χ(L), our algorithmwill construct a simple looping expression E (or likewise a simple looping automaton A) whose

language contains χ(L). This expression is unique as argued above (cf. Theorem 3). As the construction works, it is clear

that χ(L) ⊆ L(E) = L(A). The algorithm can be also viewed as a merging state algorithm starting with the classical prefix tree

acceptor, see [3,32].

Following the behavior of the learning algorithm closer, we observe: upon getting the sample χ(L), LF will provide the

information to construct the skeleton graph (which corresponds to the prefix block tree discussed above, except that block

words are spelled out). Then, the loops are reconstructed using the words from L◦. Hence, L ⊆ L(A) is clear.

Conversely, if w ∈ L(A)\χ(L), then w is exercising at least one loop in A m > 0 times, since L(A) is infinite. Let w′ be the

word obtained from w by replacing them “loopings” made by w by only one looping in w′; i.e., a subword am is replaced by

a, such thatw = uamv andw′ = uav. Obviously,w′ ∈ L(A). Ifw′ ∈ L(A)\χ(L), then there is another loop being executed byw′;
we can completely cut out that loop to produce another word from L(A), and we continue cutting out more and more loops

until we finish up with a wordw′′ = u′av′ that is obtained fromw′ = uav by cutting out a number of loops. Hence, u′v′ ∈ L(A)

shows no loops, so that u′v′ ∈ LF ⊂ χ(L). By construction, all the loops in L(A) are caused by exercising some loop of some

automaton A′ describing L (and hence they are testified in χ(L)). Hence, we can reverse the process of cutting out loops, and

we will always find a word in L = L(A′). Hence, w ∈ L, so that L(A) ⊆ L. �

5.3.1. Hypothesis spaces

In order to ensure convergence on the level of language descriptions, it is important to have canonical representations

for the languages to be learned, i.e., any two descriptions of the same language are isormophic in a concise way. According

to our previous language-theoretic assertions, we can provide a number of such well-suited hypothesis spaces, since all

characterizations of SL that we describe also contain algorithmic transformations that allow to go from one representation

of a language to another one. Hence, we can provide our IIM for SL with a “back-end” that produces output in any of the

hypothesis spaces.

1. Simple looping expressions: They characterize the language class SL by definition. Due to Corollary 2, they offer a

canonical representation.

2. Simple looping automata: Due to Theorem2, they offer an alternative characterization of SL. Moreover, Theorem1 shows

canonicity.

3. Minimal DFA: It is well-known that they describe all regular languages. The particular subclass of minimal DFA that

actually characterize SL is described in Theorem 3. Clearly, they offer a canonical representation.

4. Compact simple looping expressions: They will be formally introduced in the section below. As will be seen, they offer a

fourth characterization of SL, see Lemma 12.

As already argued, the first and fourth descriptions (in terms of regular expressions) seem to be themost interesting ones.
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5.3.2. Efficiency discussion

There are several ideas how to measure the efficiency of a Gold-style learner, see [32] for a more detailed discussion. The

arguably weakest requirement for iterative learners is to look upon the time it needs to update its hypothesis. It is not hard

to see from the previous exposition that only polynomial update time is needed for our learning algorithm SL-infer.
Another complexity measure is the number of mind changes, i.e., revision of its hypothesis, that an inductive inference

machine undergoes when learning a language. This complexity measure is not bounded in the case of SL-infer, as can be

seen from the example of the languages Lk = {(ab)i | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} ∈ SL.

5.4. Further properties of SL

5.4.1. Closure and non-closure properties of the class SL
Lemma 9. SL is closed under intersection.

Proof. Any words that might be contained in the intersection of two simple looping REs are in fact contained in the

intersectionof twounion-freeREs that arepart of thegivenREsandwhosecorrespondingblock letterwords (uponcompletely

neglecting multiplicities) are identical. To obtain the intersection of such two union-free REs

α = a
k1
1
a
x1
1
a
k2
2
a
x2
2

. . . a
kK
K a

xK
k
,

and

β = a
l1
1
a
y1
1
a
l2
2
a
y2
2

. . . a
lK
K a

yK
k
,

in normal form, we form

γ = a
m1

1
a
z1
1
a
m2

2
a
z2
2

. . . a
mK
K a

zK
k
,

with mi = min(ki, li) and zi = 0 if 0 ∈ {xi, yi} and zi = * if xi = yi = *. Now, γ describes the intersection of α and β iff we do

not find an index j such that either kj < lj and xj = 0, or lj < kj and yj = 0. Otherwise, the intersection is empty. �

Lemma 10. SL is not closed under union.

Proof. Reconsider Example 3. �

Lemma 11. The following provides a list of examples for languages that are not in SL :
• {a, b}+, {a, b}*;
• (ab)+;
• {a, b}+ \ {b}+, {a, b}* \ {b}+.

Proof. The proof idea is always the same: observe how our learning algorithm would react upon seeing the sequence

wn = (ab)n. Namely,

n⋃

j=1

(ab)j

is a simple looping expression for each n. Hence, none of the above-listed languages will be ever hypothesized. �

These counter-examples immediately entail:

Corollary 3. For |�| > 1, SL cannot describe the universal language �*.

Corollary 4. SL is not closed under complement.

Corollary 5. SL is not closed under homomorphism.

Proof. Consider the homomorphism c 	→ ab transferring the SL-language c+ into (ab)+, the second counter-example. �

5.4.2. Compact simple looping expressions

We can also give an alternative characterization of SL in terms of regular expressions. Since the corresponding regular

expressions tend to be more concise than the formerly given ones, we call them compact.
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Definition 4 (Compact simple looping expressions (CSLE)). A RE is called compact simple looping (over the alphabet �) if it is

• either primitive, i.e., of the form λ;

• or atomic, i.e., of the form ak resp. a�a+ for some k > 0, � ≥ 0, a ∈ �;

• or, if E, E′ are CSLE starting with different letters, i.e., first(E) ∩ first(E′) = ∅, then E ∪ E′ is a CSLE.

• or, if E, E′ are CSLE with first(E) /= first(E′) and if E′ is atomic, then E′(E), i.e., the concatenation of E′ and (E) (where the

parentheses are important to be put), is a CSLE.

Example 5. bb*(a) is CSLE, since bb* is atomic, and first(bb*) = {b} /= {a} = first(a). Since a is atomic, a(bb*(a)) is CSLE, aswell

as c. Hence, a(bb*(a)) ∪ c is CSLE. Therefore, bb*(a(bb*(a)) ∪ c) is CSLE (which explains why it is important to put parentheses

in the last item of the definition). aa*(bb*(a(bb*(a)) ∪ c)) is a CSLE that exactly describes (or better, spells) the language

accepted by the simple looping DFA from Fig. 3(a).

Let us state the characterization more formally:

Lemma 12. A language L ∈ SL iff there is a CSLE describing that language. Moreover, up to permutations due to commutativity

of the union operator, there is at most one CSLE for any regular language L.

This lemma can be best understood when considering the characterization of SL via simple looping DFAs, keeping in

mind their canonicity. Namely, CSLE describe exactly the branching structure of such DFAs. Therefore, they also tend to be

more concise than simple looping REs explicitly spelling out all paths. More specifically, keeping the number of edges as the

basic sizemeasure of finite automata (whichmight be a bit unusual but actually reflecting the resources neededwhen storing

the automata), the transformation between simple looping DFA and CSLE is linear (in both directions), contrasting the usual

well-known descriptional complexity blow-up between these two description mechanisms. This property has been noted

as very important when applying learning algorithms for regular expressions in a recent paper dedicated to learning DTDs

for XML documents [7], an application being further sketched below. Hence, CSLE give a better (readable) target structure,

at least as long as the nesting of parentheses is not too deep.With that particular application inmind, the following theorem

is important.

Theorem 5. SL-languages are 1-unambiguous.

Proof. Consider L ∈ SL. Due to Lemma 12, there is a CSLE E for L. By the definition of CSLE, it is immediate that the

corresponding Glushkov automaton GE is deterministic. Hence, L is 1-unambiguous. �

Notice that we can compromise on the nesting depth of parentheses for regular expressions describing SL-languages:
For any given nesting depth (possibly user-defined), we can define a normal form that (as a first priority) tries to build up

a parenthesised expression (from the final states/leaves of the corresponding DFA); however, if the upper bound on the

parenthesis nesting depth of the expression is reached, then the path to the root (initial) node of the automaton is spelled

out as with simple looping expressions.

5.4.3. Further remarks on looping expressions

Coming back to simple looping expressions, the reader might have wondered why we could not have started with a

possibly simpler but more general definition, namely with arbitrary regular expressions where the use of the star operation

is restricted to starring single symbols. However, this restriction is insufficient, since all languages from the superfinite class

{
{ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} | n ∈ N} ∪ {a}*

}
,

canbedescribed thisway,whichentails that this language class is not identifiable in the limit according toGold [30].However,

we can easily construct a simple looping expression E′ for any expression E such that L(E) ⊆ L(E′) and such that there is no

L ∈ SL with L(E) ⊆ L�L(E′). Firstly, E can be transformed into the normal form E = ⋃
Ei due to the valid distributive laws,

where no Ei contains union and any two Ei are different. Then, we check if each Ei satisfies the normal form fromDefinition 2;

a violation could be due to two different reasons:

• either Ei contains a part of the form a*ak; this can be equivalently replaced by aka*;

• or Ei contains two loops, i.e., a part of the form a*a*; this can be equivalently replaced by one loop a*.

Finally, we have to check if any two Ei and Ej are left-aligned.Whenever this condition is violated, we have to replace Ei and Ej
by a common generalization, usually by introducing a star. More specifically, using the symbols β, γ and K as in Definition 1,

whenever yk /= zk for 1 ≤ k ≤ K , we will replace both by *; and if bK ∈ {bK+1, cK+1}, then we set yK = zK = * and possibly

further change the newly obtained expressions according to the possible normal form violations as described above.
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Notice that the described procedure can be seen as a variant of our learning algorithm that directly works on expressions;

namely, we can view any sample I+ = {wi | 1 ≤ i ≤ J} as the expression
⋃

1≤i≤J wi with which we could start the described

procedure.

5.4.4. A final look at our IIM for SL
Finally, it might be interesting to observe what happens if our algorithm is fed with languages it is not really meant to

deal with.

Example 6. If S = (anbn | n ≥ 1) is input sequence to our IIM for SL, it will work as follows: consider the initial part ab, aabb.

The IIM will find the blocks [a][b]. Since [a] is representing a and aa, it will generalize to the sub-expression aa*. Likewise,

[b] is generalized to the sub-expression bb*. Hence, the hypothesis at this stage will be aa*bb*. This hypothesis will not be

changed anymore upon reading further words from S. Hence, the IIM will over-generalize but converge in this non-regular

case.

Example 7. If S = ((ab)n | n ≥ 1) is input sequence to our IIM for SL, it will work as follows: Consider the initial part

ab, abab, . . . , (ab)n. The IIM will basically produce the canonical DFA accepting the language {(ab)n}, together with several

intermediate final states. Hence, the whole sequence would result in indefinite growth of the number of states and arcs of

the hypothesis DFA. So, there are regular languages on which the algorithm does not converge.

Notice that the behaviour exemplified by the last two examples (possible convergence in case of some non-regular

languages, possible divergence for some regular languages) is in contrast with what has been found with language learners

akin to reversible languages, see [24]. There, even a well-definable sort of convergence can be observed for all regular

languages.

6. Extensions of our approach

In this section, we briefly discuss two possible extensions of our approach: the first one contains a suggestion how a

multiplicity count can be integrated in loops and the second one discusses a possibility how to deal with wildcards.

6.1. Dealing with multiplicities

In Section 3, we described another way of dealing with loops: namely, we described how to count multiple occurrences

of a letter upon looping. It is not hard to see how this can be formally incorporated into the framework developed in the

preceding section.

More precisely, wewould now allow looping regular expressions containing loops of the form (an)*, or an* for short. More

specifically, a0* denotes the empty word. This would have to be incorporated into the left-alignment Definition 1 (allowing

y�/z� to be 1 or n*, not only 1 or *, in the notation of that definition), as well as in the simple looping Definition 2, regarding

the x�.

This would naturally also entail that the corresponding looping DFA may contain longer cycles, but these could always

be seen as simple loops in generalized DFA; more specifically, the only possible labels of loops would have the form an for

some n > 0. More precisely, the following list of properties of generalized DFA describe the intended language class:

1. When removing all arc labels and all loops from the automaton graph, a tree will result.

2. All arc labels are of the form am for some input letter a and some m > 0.

3. If am and bn are labels of two arcs incident to some node s, then either a /= b, or a = b and either am labels an incoming

arc for s and an labels a loop on s, or vice versa.

This way, we can describe a superclass SL′ of SL. Namely, we can characterize SL by the generalized DFA for SL′ by
requiring that all loop labels have the form a1. Therefore, a(aa)* describes a language from SL′ \ SL.

The resulting inference algorithm SL′-infer itself is again very similar to SL-infer, except that when it gets {a, aaa}
as input, it would create a loop with arc label aa in the (generalized) DFA. This would lead to the expression a(aa)*, while

SL-infer would produce aa* as its hypothesis. Keeping in mind the intention of the characteristic sample definition (to

exercise each transition at least once), also that definition can be extended.

This reasoning allows us to conclude:

Theorem 6. SL�SL′.

Theorem 7. SL′ is identifiable in the limit.
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Alternatively, we might further simplify the permitted regular expressions by ignoring multiplicities. Then, union-free

subexpressions would have the shape

a
k1
1
a
x1*
1

a
k2
2
a
x2*
2

. . . akmm a
xm*
m ,

with ki, xi ∈ {0, 1}. Notice that such a restriction would also allow a simpler characterization via DFA, since we do not need to

refer to the contraction operation. More specifically, we could use the characterization of SL′ via generalized DFA, requiring

in addition that the automata are non-generalized. Again, it is not hard to modify all definitions, assertions, and algorithms

to show for a such-defined language class SL′′ ⊂ SL (a separating language being a2a*):

Theorem 8. SL′′�SL.

Theorem 9. SL′′ is identifiable in the limit.

6.2. Introducing wildcards

There is another type of generalization one easily comes up with when thinking of easy regular expressions: the use of

wildcards, i.e., placeholders for one arbitrary letter, maybe in the slightly more general form of introducing character groups.

It is exactly the generalizing capacity formalized in SL together with the ability of forming character groups implemented

in the SWYN system of Blackwell [8].

Introducing wildcards (for simplicity) on top of the SL-mechanism means that we are finally arriving at an identifiable

language class different from SL (not generalizing SL as we did in the preceding section). How can we find places where we

might wish to insert wildcards (denoted by the letter ? in what follows, assuming that this is not part of the usual alphabet

we are dealing with)? The easiest way to find such places is to look at it in terms of preprocessing, given an input sample I+:

Algorithm 3. preprocess-wildcards(I+)

1. Form the set of blocks [I+] consisting of all sequences of block letters of all words from I+ while ignoring multiplicity

information.

Initially set [I?+] = ∅.
2. Pairwisely left-align the blocks in [I+]; whenever we find a pair (x, y) with

• x = [a1] . . . [am][a][am+2] . . . [an] and
• y = [b1] . . . [bm][b][bm+2] . . . [b�],

such that for all i = 1, . . . ,m,m + 2, . . . ,min(n, �), ai = bi. Then we can replace both a and b by ?. Moreover, we would

replace ai by ? if bi = ? and (conversely) bi by ? if ai = ?. Add the strings containing wildcard ? that can be obtained this

way to [I?+].
3. If the second step permits no further changes, we go back to the original input I+ and replace letters by ? whenever such

a change was indicated by the second step (on block letters in [I?+]), yielding a new instance I?+. Furthermore, add words

from I+ that are not (yet) described by words from I?+ to I?+.

Then, we run the procedure for SL-learning (or say for SL′-learning) on I?+.
Notice that, by our definition of block letters, the basic letters of subsequent block letters are different. This implies

an according interpretation of the wildcard ?: It does not stand for any letter, but only for any letter different from the

immediately preceding or following letters.

Let us explain thewildcard usage bymeans of a little example. Consider I+ = {ab, ac, bc}. Hence, [I+] = {[a][b], [a][c], [b][c]}.
Matching [a][b], [a][c] gives [a][?]. Alternatively, we can match [a][c], [b][c] yielding [?][c]. Hence, we arrive at I?+ = {a?, ?c}.
Since ab and ac can be described by a?, and bc is covered by ?c, no further words have to be added to I?+.

Starting with the less pathological sample I+ = {ababb, aabb, ababa, abc} from Example 1, we get

[I+] = {[a][b][a][b], [a][b], [a][b][a][b][a], [a][b][c]}.
Matching [a][b][a][b] against [a][b][c] yields [a][b][?][b] and [a][b][?]. Similarly, wemightmatch [a][b][a][b][a] against [a][b][c].
Hence, I?+ = {ab?bb, aabb, ab?ba, ab?}. Notice that, in particular, [a][b] (resulting from aabb) cannot be successfully matched

against any other string from [I+] in the second step of the wildcard preprocessing algorithm to produce additional strings

containingwildcards.Hence, aabb is finally added to I?+. TheDFAdepicted in Fig. 3(b) is obtainedby running theSL-inference
algorithm on I?+ and finally re-interpreting thewildcards in a properway: Namely, since two consecutive block letters always

designate different letters, the wildcard that would label the arc connecting the 3rd to the 4th node should be uniquely

interpreted as a or c.
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How can we characterize the class of languages being identifiable in this way? This can be easiest explained using simple

looping expressions that may contain the special letter ? We can define a compatibility relation of two left-aligned, union-

free expressions if we consider the “mergibility” of the corresponding block letter words as described above. Then, we

would only allow looping expressions (that may contain ?) that are decomposed into finite union of expressions which are

incompatible in the sense sketched above. As with the other modifications of our main algorithm discussed so far, we omit

the corresponding technical details. These details become evenmore cumbersome if we aim to generalize SL′ or if we try to

introduce character groups (as “lowercase letters”, “alphanumerical symbols”, etc., as known from certain application areas),

thus allowing to have different sorts of wildcards. However, let us state (without formal verification) that all these ways of

introducingwildcards lead to identifiable language classes that can be syntactically characterized by certain forms of regular

expressions.

7. A possible application: learning DTDs

XML. The expectations surrounding XML (eXtendible Markup Language) as universal syntax for data representation and

exchange are big, as underlined by the effort being committed to XML by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) (see

www.w3.org/TR/REC-XML), by the huge number of academics involved in the research of the backgrounds of XML, as well

as by numerous private companies. Moreover, many applications arise which make use of XML, although they are not

directly related to the WWW. For example, nowadays XML plays an important role in the integration of manufacturing

and management in highly automated fabrication processes such as in car companies [20]. For further information, refer to

www.oasis-open.org/cover/xmlIntro.html.

XML grammars. The syntactic part of the XML language describes the relative position of pairs of corresponding tags. This

description is done by means of a document type definition (DTD). Ignoring attributes of tags, a DTD is a special form of a

context-free grammar. This sort of grammar formalism has been formalized and studied by Berstel and Boasson [5], defining

XML grammars, further recently studied in [6].

Three applications of grammatical inference. As already worked out by Ahonen and her co-authors, grammatical inference

(GI) techniques can be very useful for automatic document processing, see [1,2]. Building upon her work, we described [23]

three possible applications of grammatical inference in the context of DTD inference:

• to assist designing grammars for (semi-) structured documents;

• to create views and sub-documents; and

• to optimize the performance of database queries based on XML by the help of adequate DTDs.

To underline the first of these applications, let us quote Tim Bray, one of the “fathers” of XML, who wrote (see

www.xml.com/axml/notes/Any1.html):

“Suppose you are given an existing well-formed XML document and you want to build a DTD for it. One way to do this is

as follows:

1. Make a list of all the element types that actually appear in the document, and build a simple DTD which declares each

and every one of them as ANY. Now you have got a DTD (not a very useful one) and a valid document.

2. Pick one of the elements, and work out how it’s actually used in the document. Design a rule, and replace the ANY

declaration with a . . . content declaration. This, of course, is the tricky part, particularly in a large document.

3. Repeat step 2, working through the elements . . . , until you have a useful DTD.”

Instead of explaining these notions formally (as done in [23]), let us rather discuss a small but realistic example.

Fig. 4 shows the first lines of a short story in somewhat simplified XML format. Disregarding the actual contents (i.e., the

novel itself), we obtain the following possible samples of what a paragraph could be: it could consist in one sentence (see

the headline etc.), of three sentences (first paragraph of the short story itself) or two (due to cutting short the novel after

the introductory part). Hence, our learner would generalize these examples to express that a paragraph could consist of one

or more sentences. However, all learning algorithms that we proposed would insist in a chapter consisting of at least two

paragraphs according to the examples seen up to now. Bothways of generalization are according to common sense: chapters

with one paragraph are rarely observed.

Also for XMLdocuments, it is recommended to only usewhat is knownas 1-unambiguous expressions, since the programs

dealing with these documents might be based on SGML, see [4]. In the context of formalizing SGML content models, in

particular Brüggemann-Klein and Wood studied such restricted REs, see [16,17]. As we have seen, compact simple looping

regular expressions are indeed always 1-unambiguous. This offers a further advantage when applying our approach.

8. Prospects and future work

We are aware of the fact that our proposed learners can only generate very simple kinds of regular expressions. However,

first of all this is intrinsic to the learningmodel we used, since text learning (identification in the limit frompositive samples)

www.oasis-open.org/cover/xmlIntro.html
www.xml.com/axml/notes/Any1.html
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Fig. 4. The first lines of Kafka’s short story “Verwandlung” in XML format.

does not allow to learn all regular languages (be these encoded by automata or expressions); even the class of languages

that is definable by all REs (based on the operations union, catenation and star) without nested stars is not identifiable from

positive data only: consider the sample In = {w1, . . . ,wn} with wi = (ab)i versus (ab)*.

Secondly, there do exist applications for at least similarly simplistic versions of regular expressions. For example, the path

expressions as discussed in [18] in the context of XML path queries are of a similar simplicity.

Linda Buisman implemented themain learning algorithm SL-infer in C++ under our supervision. The author is happy to

send the corresponding implementation to anyone interested. As output format, we chose CSLE due to improved readability.

With the sketched XML application in mind, SL-infer has also been integrated in a DTD learner. Notice that our output

format ensures 1-unambiguity. The undertaken experiments look quite promising.

Moreover, many web browsers do only admit a limited form of regular expressions which pretty much resemble the

subset we propose. We already mentioned the SWYN system [8] that employs practically the same sorts of expressions.7

However, it would be nice to extend the results of this paper in a direction that allows longer strings (containing different

sorts of letters) to be starred. Finding a reasonable subclass of regular languages that can be inferred in this way remains a

topic of future study, obviously limited by the observed sample in the first paragraph of this chapter.

• Sempere [47] discussed linear expressions, i.e., a variant of regular expressions characterizing the linear languages. In fact,

the CONTROL operator discussed in [26] can be also re-interpreted for defining regular-like expressions characterizing

other language classes.

Thisway, the learningalgorithmsasdescribed in this paper canalsobeused towards the learningofnon-regular languages

based on regular-like expressions.

• In order to generalize the learnable language classes related to reversible languages as introduced by Angluin in [3], we

introduced the concept of function distinguishability in [24]. It might well be that such ideas are also helpful to broaden

the approach sketched in the present paper in order to learn further, possibly more general regular language classes

based on regular expressions. The basic idea is to help the learner by giving some additional bias information known as

a distinguishing function. This remains a topic of future research.

• Regular expressions also exist for tree languages. More details can be found, e.g., in the chapter written by Gécseg and

Steinby in [45]. in view of the many modern applications of tree languages, in particular in the area of XML processing,

this could be a promising direction to follow.

• As also nicely argued in the slides of O. Hofmann, see [33], from applications motivated by computational biology, the

question of inferring regular expressions in a probabilistic setting is worth exploring. From a theoretical point of view,

this would first necessitate exploring “probabilistic regular expressions” as such. To our knowledge, such a concept does

not yet exist.

As a further technical point, notice that as long as we are restricting ourselves to the text learning model, we are basically

relying on the existence of normal forms for the language class under consideration. Even in the case of regular languages, this

need not be the classical minimal finite automata. In fact, neither the canonical objects (simple looping automata) derived in

7 From the system description, it is not quite clear how the alignment is actually performed, so there might be some technical differences.
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this paper are necessarily minimal (see Remark 1) nor the canonical objects defined in [24] are the classical minimal finite

automata. However, in both cases, they are technically closely related, see Theorem 3 in the case of SL. By way of contrast,

there are no “classical” canonical minimal regular expressions. Therefore, to a certain extent one might also say that the

algorithms presented in this paper rely on the existence of canonical minimal objects for DFA. This poses two (differently

flavored) challenges:

• Find interesting classes of regular expressions that have genuine canonical objects that are not “somehow” related to

DFA.

• Further extend DFA-based techniques by exhibiting classes of DFA that can be transformed into equivalent RE avoiding

the “usual” exponential pay-off.
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